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By Jill Drzewiecki

This book is an absolute must for any educator or concerned community member situated within the world’s refugee reality. No one—anywhere—is currently exempt from the world’s refugee situation, and therefore, this book is relevant to all! *Journey to Refuge* is especially helpful to committed educators within the U.S. who are new to this reality, but also to long-term practitioners in the humanitarian and development fields. Refugees are displaced for more extended periods, and half of all refugee children are out of school. Education is, therefore, transformative in emergency and protracted refugee situations. Diverse, expert voices define key terms, introduce a legal framework that is crucial to understanding forced migration, and unpack trauma.

The global refugee situation can feel so overwhelming that at times, people wonder how they could make a difference. Amid this reality, *Journey to Refuge* offers a path forward for anyone who wants to move beyond despair to action, with concrete tools. The book engages the reader beyond the pages with short video features and a full-length documentary for those who want to go deeper, or even deep dive into one of the greatest moral and practical challenges of this age. Regardless of where you are from—from Kansas to a refugee camp in Kenya—the reader feels compelled to act and be part of solutions in this unprecedented age of human displacement.”
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